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UK based experts ?
Roadtrip experience

It is totally mind numbing that a
person in another foreign country
can earn a higher % then a fully
licensed and regulated person that
has taken time and studied the
local real estate structure. The
reason that this situation is
allowed to exist is because of the
UK investors that are ignorant of
the facts . Here at USALocations
we are trying to change all this and
make sure that people investing
into the USA are fully aware of
everything before they invest. We
believe that any property investment is a big decision and should
be done only after serious and
timely consideration of all the facts
at your disposal. The thing most
UK so called experts do is hide the
address and or offer silly deals to
blind you of all the real Facts.
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Calling all Property and
vacation companies .Please
help us to get the best
possible deals for EU and
UK residents share your
deals in our newsletters
and on our site . Everyone
please write about your
experiences and get your
articles in our newsletters

The best road trip ever! The sun the scenery and the entire
atmosphere everything during the 3-4hr trip was excellent . I had to
stop a good few times to take in the entire surroundings and to take
Pictures .
After staying overnight in miami I was refreshed and eager to set off on
the roadtrip . The sun was very warm and the car was full for my 3
hour plus drive to key west.
The drive was done and I enjoyed the whole trip . I stopped about
every 30 minutes to enjoy the atmosphere and take a few pictures . I
suggest that anyone else who has not done this roadtrip do the same
because the views really are breathtaking to say the least.
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Nothing is ever promised with real estate without the negotiation and
nothing is ever exclusive to any one company. Proper USA property
deals are or can be complex and expert negotiation is your best way
of making serious progress. UK based individuals that pay not one
dollar to any REALTOR association should not ever be supported.
The little white lies and arrogant boasts simply make a mockery out of
every decent person that wants to seriously invest into the USA. More
worrying is the fact that a lot of REALTORS support these
People making such boasts and it needs to stop.. USALocations.com
will only work with fully licensed people and provide a better deal for
all parties.
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